
J. See JOULE. 

jasper. A form of CHALCEDONY. 

Java man. See HOMO. 

Jeanneret, Charles Edouard (1887-1965). 'Le 
Corbusier', one of the most influential archi
tects and urban planners of modern times, was 
Swiss by birth but French by training. He 
studied and later worked in Paris after a short 
stay in Berlin. He regarded the city as a 
machine and produced an ideal design for the 
'CONTEMPORARY CITY' to accommodate three 
million persons. He advocated dwellings with 
fiat roofs and roof gardens. His concepts influ
enced the design of many buildings and cities 
and he produced plans for Algiers, Sao Paulo, 
Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Aires, Barcelona, 
Geneva, Stockholm, Antwerp, and Moscow. 

JET. See JOINT EUROPEAN TORUS. 

jet propulsion. Locomotion powered by the 
discharge under pressure of a fluid through an 
orifice, the reaction to this (Newton's law that 
to a force acting in one direction there must be 
an equal force acting in the opposite direction) 
producing a thrust in the direction opposite to 
that of the discharge. The principle is exploited 
by some animals (e.g. squid), and in aircraft 
where the fluid is the heated product of the 
combustion of KEROSENE in air. 

jetstream. A core of fast-moving (50--100 rn/s, 
100--200 knots) air occurring near the TROPO

PAUSE in mid latitudes. Jetstreams are a few 
hundred metres deep, some tens of kilometres 
wide, and move horizontally but often in an 
irregular wavy pattern, from west to east in 
both hemispheres. A sharp difference in tem
perature occurs across them, the warmer air 
lying to the side of the jetstream closer to the 
equator. 

joint. A fracture in rock, often across BEDDING 

PLANES, along which little or no movement has 
taken place. See COLUMNAR JOINTS. 

J 

Joint European Torus (JET). A project, spon
sored by the European Union and based in Bri
tain, to develop a FUSION REACTOR based on 
the 'torus' (i.e. doughnut-shaped) design. 

jojoba (Simmondsia chinensis). A hardy shrub, 
native to arid regions in Mexico and the SW 
USA, that produces seeds yielding about 50% 
liquid wax by weight. The wax is perhaps the 
only substance suitable as a replacement for 
sperm whale oil. Jojoba wax does not oxidize 
or go rancid readily and can be used in deter
gents, linoleum, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals, 
and other commercial products. 

joule (J). The derived SI unit of energy, being 
the work done when a force of one newton 
displaces a point one metre, and the work done 
per second by a current of one ampere flowing 
through a resistance of one ohm. It is named 
after James Prescott Joule (1818-89). 

Juncaceae. A family of MONOCOTYLEDONEAE 

which live mainly in wet or cold situations. 
Rushes (Juncus species), the chief members of 
the family, provide valuable fodder for sheep 
in hill pastures where grasses are poor, and are 
also used to make baskets, mats, etc. The 
FLOWERS of the Juncaceae are more complete 
than those of grasses, having a perianth of six 
brownish or green segments. 

Jurassic. The middle PERIOD of the MESOZOIC 

Era, usually dated as beginning 190--205 Ma 
ago and lasting about 60 Ma. Jurassic also 
refers to the rocks deposited during the 
Jurassic Period; these are called the Jurassic 
System, which is divided into Lower (or Lias), 
Middle (or Dogger), and Upper (or Maim). 
The Lower Jurassic is divided into four STAGES 

(Hettangian, Sinemurian, Pliensbachian, and 
Toarcian), the Middle into two (Bajocian and 
Bathonian), and the Upper into five 
(Callovian, Oxfordian, Kimmeridgian, Port
landian (or Volgian), and Purbeckian). 

juvenile water. Water which arises from under
ground magmatic sources and so enters the 
HYDROLOGICAL CYCLE for the first time. 
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